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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.
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Unit I

1. What is the requirement of a hybrid vehicle ?

Describe some hybrid vehicles. Explain the

various situations for the switching between

the modes.

2. What is a magnetic track vehicle and how

does it work ? Draw a neat sketch and explain

the working of any such typical vehicle. What

are the limitations of the technology ?

Unit II

3. (a) What is Suspension ? Describe variable

leaf suspension spring.

(b) What are the merits and demerits of air

suspension ?

4. (a) Draw brake shoe and peddle arrangement

and explain its working.

(b) Explain the working of ABS.

Unit III

5. (a) Explain the working of silencer of a

vehicle.

(b) What are the factors causing noise in the

vehicles ? How each one is controlled ?

6. Name the various fuels used in the road

vehicles. How does the fuels affect the

pollution ? Describe Bharat stage–IV.

Unit IV

7. (a) What is mpfi and how does it perform

better as compared to carburetor ?

(b) What is an actuator and where it is being

used in cars ?

8. Explain the working of satellite control of

vehicle operation with example. What is NHAI

and what are its functions. What are its current

happenings ?
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